A PARTIAL LIST OF PRICELESS CONVERSATIONS

We would be honored to help you create a meaningful legacy that reflects your thoughts on such issues as:

Legacy — Life’s Greatest Treasures
Money — Using Wealth Wisely
Treasures — Possessions of Deep Emotional Value
Our House — Home is Where the Heart Is
Our Children — Words of Love and Protection
Success — A Guide to Successful Living
Our Values — A Legacy of Value and Virtue
Pets — Man’s Best Friends
Our Special Child — Sheltering a Precious Lamb
Wishes — Honoring Our Later Years
Love — Adventures in our Life Together
Veteran — The Legacy of Heroes
Celebrations — Occasions to Rejoice

For more information about how you can record a Priceless Conversation for your loved ones, contact Leah Dobkin at: (414) 238-1577
leahdobkin@aol.com
www.legacyletter.org
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So Nice To Hear Your Voice

Priceless Conversations -
A professionally recorded interview of what really matters.
With Priceless Conversations, it's easy to leave an incomparable gift to those you love

WHAT WOULD IT BE WORTH?

Can you picture someone who's passed away, someone you love and miss deeply? Can you recall a conversation you had with them? Can you remember the sound of their voice and what they told you? What if you could hear their voice again?

What if they could speak to you—heart to heart—and share their wisdom and advice? What would it be worth to you to hear their words one more time?

WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE?

Whether you realize it or not, at some time in the future, after you're gone, someone close to you will miss you deeply. They will yearn for your words of counsel and concern. They will long to hear your voice again.

Through the miracle of a Priceless Conversation, you can give them this precious gift. You can leave them a lasting expression of your love. What could be more valuable?

WHAT IS A PRICELESS CONVERSATION?

With a Priceless Conversation, we turn a simple chat into a touching and lasting treasure. Using a handful of interesting questions and a digital recorder, we help you share and save the lessons and experiences of your life. We make it easy and enjoyable. There's no homework, no tedious research, no writing, and no cameras.

Priceless Conversations cover a wide range of topics. Whether you're a young parent, a middle-age couple, or an older adult, there's a Priceless Conversation that's right for you. Depending on the subject, you can recall adventures from your childhood, give advice on using money wisely, or pass along secrets for a happy and successful life.